
Safe Harbor invalid: What to
expect after the ruling?
Sarah Cadiot and Laura De Boel explain what businesses can
do to enable transfers to the US.

On 6 October 2015, the
Court of Justice of the
European Union (CJEU)

issued a landmark judgment1

invalidating the European
Commission’s Decision of 20002

which recognised the adequacy of
the EU-U.S Safe Harbor framework

(Safe Harbor). In addition to the
invalidation of this adequacy
decision, the CJEU upheld the
power of national Data Protection
Authorities (DPAs) to independently
investigate international data

ECJ clarifies meaning of
territorial scope in DP Directive
Hungarian data protection law applies to a company’s activities in
Hungary, although registered in Slovakia. Andrea Klára Soós reports.

On 1 October 2015, the
European Court of Justice
(ECJ) published its decision

in case No. C-230/20141. In this
decision the ECJ followed the
argumentation of Advocate General
Pedro Cruz Villalón2 and came to

the conclusion that the principle of
establishment should be applied by
the authorities of other EU Member
States. Consequently, a data
controller could be investigated
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transfers based on adequacy decisions.
This may lead to a fragmented
approach to international data transfers
in the European Union (EU). 

The “Schrems case” is a new
milestone in EU data protection law.
This article analyses the judgment and
describes the implications for
businesses.

c^`qp lc qeb p`eobjp `^pb
Maximillian Schrems, an Austrian
Facebook user, opposed the transfer
of his personal data to Facebook’s
servers located in the US under
Facebook’s Safe Harbor certification.
Schrems referred to the media
revelations that the US National
Security Agency (NSA) and other US
authorities accessed personal data
from EU citizens collected by Safe
Harbor certified companies. Schrems
claimed that Safe Harbor therefore
did not adequately protect his
personal data. 

In 2013, Schrems requested the
Irish DPA to investigate Facebook’s
practices and suspend data transfers
to its servers in the US (Facebook’s
EU headquarters are located in
Ireland). However, the Irish DPA
rejected Schrems’ claim because it
considered itself bound by the
adequacy decision concerning Safe
Harbor (the “Safe Harbor Decision”)
adopted by the European
Commission (the “Commission”).
Schrems appealed the DPA’s decision
to the Irish High Court, which turned
to the CJEU to clarify whether or not
a national DPA is bound by the Safe
Harbor Decision.

fK=qeb gradjbkq
In response to the High Court’s
preliminary question, the CJEU
declares that, regardless of an adequacy
decision from the Commission, DPAs
must be able to independently examine
the lawfulness of data transfers to third
countries. However, only the CJEU
can declare an EU act, such as an
adequacy decision, invalid. 

The CJEU then goes beyond the
preliminary question by examining the
validity of Safe Harbor, and declaring it
invalid. We analyse the key findings of
the judgment below.

p~ÑÉ=e~êÄçê=áë=áåî~äáÇ=
The CJEU invalidates the Safe Harbor
Decision. Thus, Safe Harbor is no
longer available as a legal transfer
mechanism for transferring personal
data from the EU to the US.

In its fifteen years of existence, Safe
Harbor was criticised in Europe and
considered by some as inefficient for
the protection of personal data of EU
individuals. After the Snowden
revelations, the Commission itself
issued critical opinions on Safe Harbor.
The CJEU refers to these
communications3 from the Commission
to demonstrate that Safe Harbor does
not sufficiently protect personal data
transferred from the EU to the US. In
particular, the CJEU considers that the
broad national security exception in
the Safe Harbor Decision allowed for
disproportionate interference with the
fundamental rights provided both
under the EU Data Protection
Directive 95/46/EC and the EU
Charter of Fundamental Rights. 

The CJEU refers to its judgment in
Digital Rights Ireland and Others4 to
stress that derogations to the
protection of personal data should only
apply in so far as is strictly necessary.
The alleged mass surveillance by US
authorities goes beyond what is strictly
necessary according to the CJEU.

The CJEU also criticises the lack of
effective judicial remedies available to
EU individuals whose personal data are
accessed by US authorities. The CJEU
considers that the procedures before
the US Federal Trade Commission and
dispute resolution mechanisms
foreseen under Safe Harbor do not
enable EU individuals to obtain access,
rectification or erasure of their
personal data, or administrative or
judicial redress with regard to the
collection and further processing of
their personal data under US
surveillance programmes. 

lîÉêëáÖÜí=Äó=å~íáçå~ä=am^ë
The CJEU declares that national DPAs
are competent for investigating claims
related to international data transfers,
even if these transfers occur on the
basis of an adequacy decision, such as
the Safe Harbor Decision. According to
the CJEU, the existence of an adequacy
decision from the Commission cannot
reduce or eliminate the independence

and powers granted to the national DPAs
by the EU Data Protection Directive. 

However, the CJEU declares that a
DPA cannot by itself invalidate
adequacy decisions, including the Safe
Harbor Decision. The CJEU alone has
jurisdiction to declare that an EU act is
invalid, but DPAs can use their powers
to independently investigate
companies’ data transfer practices. This
entails a major risk of fragmentation of
the EU internal market. DPAs in
different EU countries may have
divergent approaches to international
data transfers in the absence of clear
guidance from the Commission or the
Article 29 DP Working Party. 

This is especially relevant
considering recent CJEU case law on
the application of national data
protection law and the competence of
national DPAs – e.g Costeja5, and more
recently Weltimmo6 [see article on p.1
in this issue]. The CJEU considers that
an EU Member State’s national data
protection law applies, and its national
DPA is competent, as soon as a
company’s establishment in that
Member State is involved in operations
connected to data processing (e.g sales),
without actually carrying out data
processing activities. There is a risk that
different DPAs declare themselves
competent to investigate a company’s
data transfer practices, with conflicting
decisions as a result. The One-Stop
Shop and consistency mechanisms
foreseen under the draft General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) will
hopefully mitigate this risk. 

ffK=mo^`qf`^i fjmif`^qflkp lc
qeb gradjbkq
`çãé~åáÉë= ëÜçìäÇ= äççâ= áåíç
~äíÉêå~íáîÉ=Ç~í~=íê~åëÑÉê=ãÉÅÜ~åáëãë
There is no one-size-fits-all alternative
solution to Safe Harbor which can be
recommended to all companies. Each
company should look at its data
processing activities, corporate
structure, and the nature and frequency
of its international data flows to
determine which solution fits. The
following different solutions are
available: 
•     Data transfer agreements (based on

the EU Model Clauses or ad hoc
agreements)

•    Binding Corporate Rules (BCRs)
•    The derogations provided under the
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EU Data Protection Directive
95/46/EC (e.g consent). 
Some authors question whether the

EU Model Clauses and BCRs are
equally at risk because of this
judgment. However, this seems
unlikely since EU Model Clauses and
BCRs do provide some protection for
individuals in case non-EU data
importers are faced with data
disclosure requests from foreign
authorities (e.g third-party beneficiary
rights for individuals). Also, the
political context around these legal
instruments is very different from the
Safe Harbor context. 

Some companies have already
announced that they will rely
predominantly on EU Model Clauses
as an interim and/or long-term
solution. EU Model Clauses are often a
good alternative solution, but they
presume that there is a data exporter
established in the EU (e.g affiliate of
the importer, third party exporter) that
the non-EU data importer can contract
with. For non-EU companies that offer
online services directly to individuals
in the EU, a model contract may not be
a practical solution. 

The use of the “Processor-to-
Processor” EU Model Clauses, which
have not yet been formally approved
by the Commission, may become more
popular since they allow service
providers to regulate their international
data transfers, although these clauses
have some shortcomings (e.g require
DPAs’ prior approval). 

Another alternative solution would
be to obtain individuals’ consent to
data transfers to the US (e.g via a tick
box on a registration page). DPAs
previously did not see consent as a
viable data transfer solution for
repetitive and structural data transfers.
However, in light of the judgment,
consent could be the most realistic
option in certain circumstances.
Moreover, during their press
conference following the judgment,
First Vice-President of the
Commission Frans Timmermans and
Commissioner Vera Jourová stressed
that businesses can rely on consent if
no other ground for data transfers is
available7. However, the use of consent
may raise practical difficulties, since
individuals may refuse to consent 

to the transfer, or later on withdraw
their consent. 

In the long term, BCRs are seen as
the best alternative to Safe Harbor,
since they represent a single solution
for international data transfers.
However, implementing BCRs
requires cooperation and approval
from DPAs and the process takes time.
Until their BCRs are approved,
companies may still need to find an
interim solution (e.g EU Model
Clauses). 

Many companies are now in the
dark regarding the solutions they
should implement in the short and long
term. On the day of the judgment, the
UK DPA stated that businesses that use
Safe Harbor “will need to review how
they ensure that data transferred to the
US is transferred in line with the law”,
adding “we recognise that it will take
them some time for them to do this”.8

p~ÑÉ=e~êÄçê=OKM\
On 27 November 2013, the Com-
mission issued 13 recommendations to
enhance the Safe Harbor9 which led to
negotiations between the EU and the
US for a new Safe Harbor. These 13
recommendations include a series of
imperative enhancements to make to
the current Safe Harbor, including
stronger safeguards regarding the
derogations granted to US authorities
for national security requirements.

The criticism of the CJEU is in line
with the demands of the Commission.
However, so far, no agreement on an
updated Safe Harbor has been reached.
In her press statement10 right after the
judgment was issued, Commissioner
Vera Jourová indicated that an
agreement is still not in sight, and that
the national security derogation
remains a stumbling block in the
negotiations. Even if updates to the
Safe Harbor are agreed upon, it
remains to be seen what the level of
trust in such Safe Harbor 2.0 will be.
There would be a risk that Safe Harbor
2.0 would again be challenged in
courts, and that the CJEU would
consider that the updates are not
sufficient to correct the problems
identified in the Schrems judgment.
Moreover, it seems unlikely that
companies would return to using Safe
Harbor, even in its new version, if they

have implemented other data transfer
mechanisms in the meantime.

dìáÇ~åÅÉI=éäÉ~ëÉ
During their press conference, First
Vice-President Timmermans and
Commissioner Jourová stated that the
Commission had started discussions
with the national DPAs to issue
guidance on how to deal with EU data
transfer restrictions in light of the
CJEU’s judgment. At the moment of
writing, the Article 29 DP Working
Party is meeting to discuss the content
of this guidance. The aim is to ensure a
coordinated response by all national
DPAs and avoid contradictory
decisions. Hopefully, clear and
practical guidance will be issued soon.

fãé~Åí=çå=íÜÉ=damo
Chapter V of the GDPR provides rules
on international data transfers that are
similar to the requirements under the
current EU Data Protection Directive.
Due to the secrecy surrounding the
Trilogue negotiations on the GDPR, it
is difficult to assess the impact of the
judgment on the final text. Sources
involved in the Trilogues indicate that
Chapter V has generally been agreed
on, but the judgment may lead the EU
institutions to re-open negotiations.
For instance, the discussion on
whether adequacy decisions should 
be adopted by way of delegated acts 
or implementing acts could be brought
up again.

fffK=`lk`irpflk
This landmark judgment has
important implications for transfers of
personal data from the EU to the US.
In light of the CJEU judgment, Safe
Harbor certified companies should
assess alternative options for data
transfers. This process takes time and
will require a careful review of the
company’s business and corporate
structure. DPAs will hopefully stay
pragmatic and engage in dialogues
with companies when needed. What 
is certain is that this is another 
key judgment in a series of cases in
which the CJEU demonstrates a very
strict interpretation of EU data
protection law.
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either in the Member State where it has
its established office or another
Member State where it provides
services. The ECJ decision gives
guidance regarding the interpretation
and concept of “establishment”.

The so-called Weltimmo case will
be an important reference and
precedent regarding interpretation of
the territorial scope of the EU DP
Directive3. The argumentation of the
court is particularly important for
companies providing service on or
through the Internet.

The history and background of the
case was explained in detail in the
previous issue, (see PL&B
International Report, August 2015,
p.1). Weltimmo s.r.o. is a company
registered in Slovakia operating several
websites4 for real estate advertise-
ments. The language of the website is
Hungarian and its servers are located in
another Member State (Austria). 

The Hungarian DPA’s (NAIH’s)
legal argument in this case was that

Weltimmo is subject to Slovakian data
protection law. The obvious question,
in that case, is why did NAIH impose
a fine? The answer is that the NAIH
argued that the data subjects were
Hungarian, therefore, it could
investigate. However, the ECJ rejected
this line of argument.

Weltimmo appealed the decision,
but not only on its merits. Weltimmo
also stated that in its opinion that
NAIH has no jurisdiction. The NAIH
filed its comments to the ECJ mainly
stating that if the ECJ stated that article
4 (1) of the Data Protection Directive
applies, that would allow so-called
“forum shopping” in which it would
be very easy for the defendants to opt
out from a national law.

^odrjbkqp lc qeb m^oqfbp
The Hungarian DPA made clear during
the procedure that in its view the real
activity of Weltimmo is in Hungary and
the registered office is just an
administrative basis for it: Weltimmo
did not carry out any activity in
Slovakia. Weltimmo developed two

property dealing websites, written
exclusively in Hungarian; it opened a
bank account in Hungary and had a
letter box in that Member State for its
everyday business affairs. Moreover, the
advertisers (data subjects) themselves
not only had to enter the data relating to
their properties on Weltimmo’s website,
but also had to delete that data from the
website if they did not want that data to
continue to appear on the website after
the end of the one-month period
mentioned above. 

ab`fpflk lc qeb b`g
E~F=`çåÅÉéí=çÑ=bëí~ÄäáëÜãÉåí
The ECJ came to the conclusion that
Weltimmo’s activites can be considered
as having the elements to define it as an
establishment in Hungary, despite
being registered in Slovakia, and
therefore the NAIH could investigate
and apply Hungarian law.5

The ECJ highlighted that the issue is,
in essence, whether Articles 4(1)(a) and
28(1) of Directive 95/46 (http://eur-lex.
europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/
?uri=celex:31995L0046) must be

Weltimmo case... from p.1
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2000, available at http://eur-
lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.d
o?uri=CELEX:32000D0520:EN:HTML

3    Communication from the Commission
to the European Parliament and the
Council entitled ‘Rebuilding Trust in
EU-US Data Flows’ (COM(2013) 846
final, November 27, 2013) and
Communication from the Commission
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statement following the Schrems
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press release “ICO response to ECJ
ruling on personal data to US Safe
Harbor”, 6 October 2015, available at
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and-events/news-and-
blogs/2015/10/ico-response-to-ecj-
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10  Ibid 8.
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